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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.—Social psychologists have long recognized that the wish
or need for acceptance by an individual's associates is fundamental in the
integration of that individual's personality. Too, many psychologists and
educators alike have been so adumbvative about the term "personality," that
it has been almost impossible to obtain any clear-cut view of personality
or of what its meaning should be in psychological and educational references.
One purpose of education is "to enable the child to meet more effec
tively situations involving social relations," which Implies the need to
determine social relations which are vital. Such vital and social relations
can be considered as being of two types for purposes of analysis. First,
those situations involving the direct or personal relations of the individual
to the various immediate groups of which he is a member* Second, those
situations which the individual is concerned as only one member of a more
1
remote group.
It is justifiable to say that the teacher's job might be easier; the
work more effective, and with fewer behavior problems when he undertakes
to direct the more formalized activities of the class; if the teacher has
previously given adequate attention to the study of social status or tone
of his pupils, and attempted to help each to make the best possible adjust
ments. The teacher must spend time in observing the way members of a class
I
J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New
York: Appleton-Century Crofts, Inc., 1950J, p. 30?.
get along with each other, in discovering the socially unaccepted and helping
them make a place for themselves in the group might prove as justifiable
as time spent in teaching subject matter.
Many teachers rely on their own adult standards in judging a child1 s
acceptability. If pupil-teacher relationships are good, the teacher con
siders the child well adjusted. The impression which a child makes upon
a teacher is not necessarily the impression made upon his associates.
The skilled teacher may use sociometric procedures to discover the
socially rejected individuals within the classroom, and proceed to help
the children make whatever adjustments seem warranted to realize maximal
results. Sociometric procedures provide data for organizing new groups for
smooth and effective results. They enable the teacher to introduce pupils
among groups which have closed formations, to assign isolated pupils so
that not more than two of them will be working in each group; to place fre
quently chosen pupils and about the same number of unchosen pupils in the
same group; and to place as many pupils of average sociometric position as
the frequently chosen and unchosen types combined. The teacher is in a
position to help the "Isolate" show abilities that will improve his group
position.
Pupils gain perspective of themselves and come to enjoy other individ
uals for the stimulating variety they offer. They learn to appraise their
own capacities and learn to make special aptitudes fit into a larger scheme
in combination with the talents of others. In short, they can learn what
American Council on Education, Sociometry in Group Relations (Washing
ton, D. C: American Council on Education, 1951), p. 0*3.
It means to work and play together.
A child's capacity for social growth-his ability to live with his
fellows to the fullest-is as natural and as educational as his other basic
capacities for mental and physical growth*
Evolution of the Probleffl.—The problem involved in this study grew out
of the writer's curiosity in ascertaining-to some degree-reasons why some
of the students of the David T. Howard High School, Atlanta, Georgia, on
the whole, are often ostracized socially from students of other city schools*
The writer is presently employed in the above named school, and for the past
six years, has studied the socio-economic status and background from which
its population derives*
Contribution to Educational Knowledge and Practice.—The writer is of
the opinion that this study will be of value in helping to arrive at solu
tions to the overall question of why the personality and the socio-economic
status of students at the David T. Howard High School, Atlanta, Georgia
often hinder opportunities for cooperative endeavor and develop methods of
control that are inherent in the learning situation*
Statement of the Problem.—The problem involved in the study was to
ascertain the personality factors and the principal elements in the class
room environment of David T* Howard High School pupils which affects their
social acceptance among their schoolmates*
Limitations of the Study.—We know that every aspect of the student
should be taken into consideration, especially his socio-economic factors,
and his environmental locale, ^1 of which would call for a tremendous
amount of data not readily accessible} his social and emotional adjustment*
This study, for the most part, was confined to situations present at the
subjects own school*
Purpose of the Study.—The paramount purpose of this study was to as
certain the traits of personality and the principal elements in a classroom
environment of David T. Howard HLgh School pupils which affected their
social acceptance among their schoolmates. The specific purposes of this
research are characterized as followss
1. lo determine what pupils are socially accepted and which are not.
2. To determine what pupils are leaders and possibly why.
3. To determine what pupils are "isolates" or rejected and possibly
why.
k* To determine how many times a pupil is chosen by his fellow pupils
for a companion or shared activities and certain honors.
5. To determine the fewer times the pupil is rejected by his fellow
pupils for a companion or to share certain honors.
6. To determine what part socio-economic status plays in pupil's
choices.
7* To formulate whatever implications for educational theory and
practice as may be derived from the data.
Locale and Period of Study.—The locale of this study was the David
T. Howard High School, Atlanta, Georgia. The period of the study was the
1959 - I960 school year.
Definition of Terms.—For the purpose of clarity, certain terms used
in this study have been defined as used and supported by Moreno and
Jennings.
Jacob L. Moreno, Foundation of Sociometry (New York: Beacon House,
Inc., 19l*x), PP» 15-30.
2Helen Jennings, Reading in Social Psychology, (New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 19U7), pp. UO7-13*
1. Sociometry - that science which makes it possible to measure with
reasonable accuracy the position of individuals within a group
in terms of social acceptance and social rejection*
2. Social pattern - indicated choices of various members of the group.
3* Sociometric method - a scientific testing procedure for discover
ing and analyzing the pattern of social tone among members of
groups*
U* Sociogram - a graphic presentation of the results of a sociometric
test.
5* Socially accepted - those pupils who are accepted or chosen by
their classmates as preference or friends*
6. Socially rejected - those pupils who are not accepted or chosen
lay their classmates as preferences or friends*
7* Social status - the social position in which the group places the
members of that group*
8. Isolates - those pupils in the social setting who receive no choices,
or not chosen for companions by other members of the group*
9* Mutual choices or pairs - two pupils who choose each other within
the same numerical designation*
10* Islands - patterns that set themselves off from the larger group
within a social structure*
11* Tele-indicators of trends towards attraction and repulsion which
operate with the social pattern*
12* Social atom - the pattern of the individual together with his in
terrelations of stimulus and response, active or potential to other
persons*
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13* Psycho-social net work - individuals clustered together to form
varying configurations or patterns in which they operate*
Hi. Socio-genetic evolution - the principle of results of repeated
sociometric test being administered at intervals to t&e same
population with regularity of certain specific patterns of inter
personal relations*
15* Sociometric tabulation form-a tally form that lasts in the same
order vertically and horizontal^, those who choose and those who
are chosen* giving a total picture of all student's responses*
16* Classroom social distance scale - a sociometric instrument for
recording the personal responses of every member of the group
towards every other member of the group relative to categorized
statements designed on a numerical scale*
17* Culture - all behavior learned by the individual in conformity
with a group*
Method of Research*—The Descriptive Survey Method of research, employ
ing the specific techniques of the questionnaire, personal interviews, offi
cial records and observation, was used to gather data necessary to the com
pletion of this research.
Materials and Subjects,—The materials and/or instruments and the
subjects whicft were involved in this researcn ace identified in separate
paragraphs below*
Description of Subjects.—The subjects and materials used in this
study are described in paragraphs below*
Subjects.-The subjects used in this study were thirty four students
from an eleventh grade class at The David T* Howard High School 1959-1960.
The ages of the subjects ranged from 15 years of age to 17 years;
none of the subjects were older than age 17.
Description of Instrument.—The following instruments were used to
collect the data for this study.
Materials.-The information was collected from questionnaires; per
sonal interviews and observations, and pupils' cumulative records on file
in the office of the school.
1. Questionnaire.-The questionnaire used to gather data for this study
consisted of forty questions on such items as personality and character
traits, club membership, leisure time activities, and other factors govern
ing social acceptance*
2. Interviews.—Interviews were conducted with the subjects with
emphases on interests, outlook on life, and willingness to cooperate with
the interviewer in answering the questions.
3. School Records.-School records were examined and the data on social
acceptance, attendance, cooperativeness, leadership, etc., as indicated by
teachers, for these the subjects, was complied and incorporated in the final
thesis copy.
Procedure.—The procedual steps that were used in the conduct of this
study are as follows:
1. The related literature pertinent to the problem of this study
was reviewed, summarized, and incorporated in the thesis copy.
2. Permission to conduct the study was obtained from the administra
tive officials.
3* The subjects were contacted, cooperation secured, and the appro
priate number selected.
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k» Interviews with the subjects were conducted wherever indicated.
$• The data gathered from the questionnaires, interviews with
students, and the official records were tabulated, set in appro
priate tables; and treated with reference to number and percent
of the questionnaire responses and/or data items.
6. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommendations
were formulated for conclusions in the thesis copy.
Survey of Related Literature.—Related literature and similar studies,
which are pertinent to this study, as these have been reviewed and analyzed,
are presented in the statements to follow.
For a number of years children have played and worked together in their
several schools and communities. In many cases the children have felt that
they have been left out of the "happenings" by their fellow playmates. The
American Council on Education states:
Whenever human beings come together, they form lives of
association and set up the process of social interaction. The
quality of these associations produces what is called an atmos
phere for the group* This is true in the classroom as well as
in other social settings. In this social interaction the roles
which the individual play are determined. Some individuals
come to force in the esteem of their classmates, while the efforts
of others to join are resisted. All learning in schools take
place within the setting of pupil-pupil relationships. Most
teachers realize that the individual's personal and academic growth
can be affected diversely or favorably by his position in the group
and that all pupils stimulate or thwart each other in many ways.
Schools need to know what these interpersonal relations are like,
how they function, and how they affect learning and behavior.
These social relations can be studied, guided and enriched.-1'
For one reason or another students who dressed best discriminated
against those who did not wear good clothes* Some were noted to select
1
American Council on Education, Spciometry in Group Relations (Washing
ton, D. C. : American Council on Education, 19pl}, p* !•
their friends without regards to clothing standards. Jahoda, Dentsch and
Cooke states:
The children's socio-economic status was measured by its most
-visible symptom, the standard of their clothing. When the friend
ship test was analyzed in terms of the relation of preference to
clothing standards, it showed that children of the superior clothing
group discriminated against those of the inferior clothing group
in their friendship choices, although children of the inferior
clothing group appeared to nominate their friends without regards
to clothing standards. Much of the same picture emerged from the
analysis of the rejection test. The discrimination of the better-
dressed children in favor of children of their own clothing standard
was much more marked than the tendency of either white or colored
children to select friends of their own skin and color.
There seems to be many views on social acceptance of students. Many
feel that a student needs a certain amount of acceptance by his peers to
function satisfactorily. According to Qyan and Davis:
The student body of a school in any society, like all
societies, influences the behavior of its members. The develop
ment of socicmetric methods has afforded a foothold for quanti
tative exploration of school society. Gross social acceptance
can be measured with great reliability. Similiarty, grades,
achievement tests, and aptitude test permit measures of high
reliability in the area of academic performance. Positive rela
tionships have been reported between measures of social acceptance
and both academic achievement and intelligence. Some investiga
tors have hypothesize social acceptance to be in exponential
relationship to intelligence and found support for this view.
These contrasted groups were used. The present study is concerned
with the exploration of the relationship of social acceptance to
classroom grades and academic aptitude among secondary school
pupils. The position here takes that general measures of social
acceptance represent only one dimension of the student culture;
classroom grades represent only one aspect of academic achieve
ment. In an effort to explore the shape of the curve expressing
the relationship between social acceptance and classroom grades,
the data from all preparatory groups were combined and plotted.
There is a consistent sex difference in favor of the girls with
reference to classroom grades. Some think that the social isolate
will turn to his studies by way of compensation. Perhaps the
simplest hypothesis would be that a student needs a certain amount
of acceptance by his peers to function satisfactorily. It is con
ceivable that good academic performance in itself may gain a cer
tain amount of prestige and association.1
•'•James S. Davie and F. J. Ryan, Journal of Educational Research Volume
52, Number 3, Yale University: Derabar Publications Inc., pp. 101-106.
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It has been recognized that environment plays an important part in a
student's emotional development• To some degree illness affects social
behavior. In this light Sledge affirms:
It has been recognized that a child who has a peaceful happy
home is apt to be a well adjusted child emotionally* Environment
plays an important part in the child's emotional development* If
a child lives in a home where rules are very strict, he may feel
that his rights to freedom are being denied* Therefore, at home,
he may be obedient because he fears punishment, but at school the
child may give vent to his feeling* He may decide to bully a small
child - not because the child is guilty of trespassing on his rights-
but because he is angry with his parents*
The emotional tones which are set for the school to a great extent
affect the instructional program as well as the persons involved* Why is
it that some students are highly accepted by their peers while others are
neglected, or even actively rejected by them? Educational Administration
and Supervision states:
A recent study has shown that the extent to which High School
pupils are accepted by their classmates is related to the degree to
which they are accepted throughout the school and their neighborhoods.
This pervasiveness of pupils' social status among their peers has
increased the importance of identifying factors related to their
social acceptability* Why is it that some pupils are highly accepted
by their peers while others are neglected, or even actively rejected
by them? In general, high social acceptability was found to be
associated with positive personality characteristics such as cheer
fulness, enthusiasm, and friendliness*
Pupils with low social acceptability were characterized as lack
ing in positive personality traits and possessing negative charac
teristics, such as restlessness, talkativeness, and fighting* These
have made valuable contributions concerning the factors related to
social acceptability* Although the socially neglected pupils and the
social rejectived pupils have low socially acceptability, it is ex
pected that they would have quite different personality patterns.
If, schools are to turn out pupils to meet the demands of a changing
Educational Administration and Supervision, Vol* U3> Warwick and York
Inc* (Baltimore, Maryland;, pp. 329-3Y*
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society, the quality of supervision in our schools and community mast be
improved. Havighurst states:
Some tasks arise from physical maturation, such as learning to
walk, learning to behave, acceptably to the opposite sex in adoles-
cense, and learning to participate as a socially reponsible citizen
in society*
The child moves out from the family circle into the world of
his age-mates at the beginning of middle childhood. He moves into
a new world where he must make a place for himself among a group
of age-mates of "peers," all more or less competing for the atten
tion of one., "mother person" or "father person" the teacher or adult
supervisor*
The child must learn to get more satisfaction from his social
life age-mates.
The process of learning to get along with age mates is really
the process of learning a "social personality" or acquiring social
stimulus value* The child learns ways of approaching strangers,
shy or bold* He learns how to treat friends. He learns what it
means to "play fair" in games. One having learned these social
habits, he tends to continue them throughout life*
Social class differences in the basic mental skills are con
siderable, with upper middle class position requiring a relatively
high development of mental skills* Middle class adults stimulate
their children to a higher level of development of mental skills,
than do lower class adults, whose level is usually reached by their
children when the latter reach the age of 11 or 12*
The middle class American wants his children's friends to be
of the same or better social status. He wants his boy or girl to
have many friends of the opposite sex, the more the better because
this precludes premature serious attachments* Wide social exper
ience is the ideal, if limited to the same or higher social class.
Boys and girls of similar tastes and interests should be
thrown together for social activities* The socially backward boys
and girls can be helped through being put together to learn by 2
themselves, and also by individual coaching from a skillful person.
There is no uniform number of social classes in American communities.
The number and complexity of social strata vary according to the age and
Robert J. Havighurst, Developmental Tasks and Education (The Univer
sity of Chicago Press), copyright 19h9t PP» 7-3°»
2
Ibid.
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economic complexity of the community* Davis states:
In spite of certain universal similarities in moral sanctions,
languages, familial structure, dress and technical adoptations which
appear in our society, the social conditions under which persons
have access to fundamental biological and social goals are differ
entiated in many respects by a system of privilege. When this
system is examined in detail, as it recently has been studied in New
England, in the deep South, and in the middle west by social anthro-
pologistsj who have lived in these communities for extended periods,
it is found to be a system of socially ranked groups, with varying
degrees of social movement existing among them. Each group consists
of people who participate, or may participate, in intimate social
relationship with each other, but who do not and may not associate
freely with the group which are socially defined as above, and belctr
them.
Summary of the Related literature.—A survey of literature related to
this study revealed that extensive research has been made investigating
various features of Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of High School Students
Enrolled In A Metropolitan High School.
The related literature further revealed that many students are not
accepted by their classmates and fellow students of other schools and com
munities because of their economic, social, and educational background.
The American Council on Education found that all learning in schools
takes place within the setting of pupil-pupil relationship. Most teachers
realize that individual^ personal and academic growth can be affected ad
versely or favorably by his position in the group*
Jahoda, Dentsch and Cooke found that students socio-economic status
was measured by its most visible symptom; the standard of their clothing*
It was found that students of the superior clothing group discriminated
against those of the inferior clothing group*
Ryan and Davis found that social acceptance to classroom grades and
Allison Davis, Social Class Influences Upon Learning, University of
Chicago, Cambridge Harvard University Press 1932. pp. U-30.
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academic aptitude among secondary schools students represents only one
dimension of the student culture; class room grades represent only one
aspect of academic achievement. It also was noted that a student needs a
certain amount of acceptance by his peers to function satisfactorily.
Sledge made this comment: Environment plays an important part in the
child's emotional development*
Educational Administration and Supervision asserts: Students with
low social acceptability were characterized as lacking in positive persona
lity traits and possessing negative characteristic, such as, restlessness,
talkativeness, and fighting.
Havighurst made this comment: Middle class adults stimulate their
children to a higher level of development of mental skills than do lower
class adults. He wants his children's friends to be of the same or better
social status.
Davis found that certain universal similarities in moral sanctions,
languages, familial structure, dress and technical adoptations which appear
in our society, the social conditions under which persons have access to
fundamental biological and social goals are differentiated in many respects
by a system of privilege.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Prefatory Statement."-The analysis and interpretation of the data pre
sented in this chapter were derived from three major sources, to vrl%: (a)
the data concerned with the responses made by thirty-four students on ques
tionnaire items; (b) the data derived from interviews held with students,
and (c) the data taken from the school cumulative records which supplemented
and authenticated the other data*
This chapter has as its major purpose, the presentation of the find
ings of this research which has dealt with the problem of factors affecting
social acceptance of students enrolled in a metropolitan high school for
the school year 1959-1960.
Percents were based on: (a) responses of the students to questionnaire
items and interview responses, and (b) items of data on cumulative records.
The percents indicated throughout the chapter were based on the opinions
of the 3k students who attend the David T. Howard High School, Atlanta,
Georgia, 1959-1960; the enrollment included boys and girls in an eleventh
grade class.
Questionnaire Data
Introduction*—This section of the research report presents the data
derived from the responses of the thirty four students (subjects) to the
questionnaire items as presented graphically in Tables 1 through l|0.
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Self Rating.—The distribution of responses to the question: "How do
you rate yourself as a pupil?11, is presented in Table 1, below.
TABLE 1
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHJOL, 1959-1960
(SELF RATING)
Rating Number Percent
a. Good 27 81.8
b. Fair 6 18.2
c. Poor 0 00,0
Total 33 100.00
The two types of responses were: 6 or 18.20 percent for "fair" and 27 or
81.80 percent for "good", as obtained from thirty-three students of the
subjects from David T. Howard High School, Atlanta, Georgia, ly59-1960.
One of the thirty-four subjects did not respond to this questionnaire item.
Presence in the Crowd.—The distribution of responses to the question
do you like to be with the crowd?", is presented in Table 2, page 16.
The responses ranged as follows: "sometimes" with 23 or 71.90 percent,
"seldom" with 8 or 25.00 percent, and "never" with 1 or 3.10 percent
responses. Two of the 3U subjects did not respond to this questionnaire
item.
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TABLE 2
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL, 1959-1960
(PRESENCE IN CROWD)
Rating Nuiriber Percent
a. Sometimes 23 71.9
b. Seldom 8 2U.0
c. Never 1 3»1
Total 32 100.00
Traits Admired in Fellow Students.—The distribution of responses to
the question: "What traits do you admire most in your fellow students?.11
is presented in Table 3. The responses ranged as follows: a low of 1 or
TABLE 3
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL, 19$9-iy60
(TRAITS ADMIRED IN FELLOW STUDENTS)
Traits Nuatoer Percent
a. Personality 2x 37.b
b. Neatness 1 1*3
c. Intelligence U 19*6
d. Honesty 2k 2$.00
e. Sense of Humor 9 16*1
Total $6 100.00
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1,80 percent for "neatness" to a high of 21 or 37»5 percent for "persona
lity" • The remainder of the responses ranked as follows: honesty 1U or
25.00 percent, intelligence 11 or 19*6 percent, and sense of humor 9 or
16.1 percent. All Jh of the subjects responded to this questionnaire item.
Left Out of Happenings.—The distribution of responses to the question:
"How often have you felt that you were being left out of the happenings?,"
is presented in Table U. The responses ranked as follows: "sometimes with
15 or 2j.8#87£ percent was first, "seldom" with 10 or 31.25 percent second,
and "never" with h or 12.50 percent was third. Two of the subjects did not
respond to the question asked.
TABLE k
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL, 1959-1960
(LEFT OUT OF HAPPENINGS)
Rating Number Percent
a. Sometimes 2$ U3.875
b. Seldom 10 31.25
c. Often 3 9.375
d. Never k 12.5
Total 32 100,00
What you Like Most About Your Friends .—The distribution of responses
to the question: "What you like most about your best friend," is presented
in Table 5, page 18. The responses ranked as follows: 19 or 57.60 percent
18
chose "character," 13 or 39.1*0 percent chose "good sportsmanship," and
one or 3.00 percent chose "religious outlook." One of the subjects did
not respond to the questionnaire item.
TABLE 5
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(WHAT YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT YOUR FRIENDS)
Traits
a* Good Sportsmanship
b. Character
c. Religious Outlook
Total
Number
13
19
1
33
Percent
39.lt
57.6
3.0
100.00
Do you have a Temper?—The distribution of responses to the question:
"Do you have a temper?", is shown in Table 6 below. The responses were
TABLE 6
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(DO YOU HATE A TEMPER?)
Rating
Yes
No
Total
Number
19
12
31
Percent
61.3
38.7
100.00
as follows: 19 or 61.30 percent answered yes, 12 or 38.70 percent answered
no. The responses indicate that the majority of these students felt that
their tempers were of such degree as to warrant identification as a distinct
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trait. Three of the subjects did not respond to the question asked.
Can you Control Your Temper?—The distribution of response to the
question "Can you control your temper?," is presented in Table 6-A below.
TABLE 6-A
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(CAN YOU CONTROL YOUR TEMPER?)
Rating
Yes
No
Total
Number
32
1
33
Percent
97.
3.
100.00
The distribution of responses was as follows: 32 or 97.00 percent answered
"yes," 1 or 3.00 percent answered "no". The data in Table 6-A indicate
that the majority of these students feel that they can control their tempers*
One of the subjects did not answer the questionnaire item.
If yon cannot control your temper,—The distribution of responses to
the questionnaire item, "If you cannot control your temper" is shown in
Table 6-B below. The data reveal that 6 or 18.00 percent of the students
TABLE 6-B
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(IF YOU CANNOT CONTROL YOUR TMPER)
Rating
Yes
Not responding
Total
Number
6
28
3U
Percent
18.Ou
82.00
100.00
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answered yes* The remaining 28 or 82*00 percent of the students did not
respond to the questionnaire item. Together, Tables k and B would appear to
indicate that these subjects were not crystal-clear in their apprisal of
temper behavior or that they were not quite honest about it.
Having your way about tilings,—The data on the responses made by the
subjects to the question: "Do you like to have your way about things?",
are presented in Table 7* The responses ranked as follows: "Seldom," with
17 or 5l«5O percent, was first "sometimes" with 11 or 33*30 percent, second
and "never" with 5 or 15*20 percent responses, ranking third. One of the
subjects did not answer the questionnaire item.
TABLE 7
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(HAVING YOUR WAY ABOUT THINGS)
Rating Number Percent
a. Sometimes U 33*3
b. Seldom 17 51.5
c. Never 5 15.2
Total 33 100.00
Fighting*—The distribution of the responses to the question "Have
you ever been in a fight?", is shown in Table 8, page 21. The responses
ranked as follows: "never11 with 17 or 51*50 percent, "sometimes,11 with
12 or 36.UO percent, and "frequently," with h or 12.10 percent responses.
One of the subjects did not answer the questionnaire item.
Number of Intimate Friends*—The distribution of the responses of the
subjects to the item: "Indicate the number of intimate friends you have
21
TABLE 8
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(FIGHTING)
Rating Number Percent
a. Never 17 51.5
b. Sometime 12 36.U
c. Frequently h 12.1
Total 33 100,00
according to sex,11 is presented in Table 9 below. The responses of the
subjects ranged from a low of 1 or 10.00 percent for boys and a xow of 2 or
TABLE 9
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(NUMBER OF INTIMATE FRIENDS)
Number of Friends
a. 9 to 10
b. 7 to 8
c. 5 to 6
d. 3 to h
e. 1 to 2
Total
Boys
Number
5
2
1
1
1
10
Percent
50.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
Girls
Number
12
5
3
2
2
2U
Percent
50.00
20.85
12.51
8.3U
8.3U
100.00
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8.3U percent for girls; to a high of 5 or 50,00 percent for boys to a high
of 12 or 50.00 percent for girls. The distribution of friends appears to
show the same proportions for boys and girls*
Club Membership.—The distribution of the responses of the subjects
to the questionnaire item "The different types of clubs to which you belong,"
is presented In Table 10, below. The responses ranged from a low of 5 or
5*80 percent for Dramatics to a high 22 or 25.60 percent for Youth Organi
zations. The rank of the remaining club memberships was as follows: Bobby
and social clubs 17 or 19.8 per cent each, musical 15 or 17.U percent,
athletic ID or 11.6 percent.
TABLE 10
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(CLUB MEMBERSHIP)
Rating Number Percent
17.U
11.6
25.6
19.8
19.8
5.8
Total 86 100.00
a. Musical
b. Athletic
c. Youth Organizations
d. Hobby Clubs
e. Social Clubs
f. Dramatics
15
10
22
17
17
5
23
Offices Held by Students,—The distribution of their responses to the
questionnaire item. "Name the different types of offices you have held,"
is shown in Table n below. The responses ranked from a low of k or 5.70
percent for Sergeant at Arms, to a high of 21 or 30.00 percent for Secretary.
TABLE 11
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HEGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(OFFICES HELD BX STUDENTS)
Rating Number Percent
a. President 15
b. Secretary 21 30.0
c. Treasurer 20 28.6
d. Chaplain 10 !U»3
e. Sergeant at Arms U 5*7
Total 70 100.00
How other react toward you.—The distribution of the responses to the
questionnaire item: "To what extent others react toward you," is presented
in Table 12, page 2U. The responses ranked as follows: for favorable 17 or
60.7 percent, generally favorable 9 or 32.2 percent, reasonable 2 or 7.1
percent, with no responses for unfavorable. The data indicate that these
pupils feel that they are in varying degrees reacted to by others in a
favorable light.
Games You T-^e Best,—The distribution of the responses to the question
naire item: "List in order of importance the games you like best," is
2k
TABLE 12
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(HOW OTHERS REACT TOWARD YOU)
Rating Number Percent
a* Favorable
b. Unfavorable
c. Reasonable Extent .
d. Generally Favorable
17
0
2
9
60.7
00.0
7.1
32.2
Total 28 100,00
presented in Table 13, below* The responses ranked in Rank 1 from a low
of 3 or lu70 percent for track to a high of 25 or 39.10 percent for basket
ball, 21 or 32.8 percent for football, and 15 or 23.U percent for baseball.
TABLE 13
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(GAMES YOU LIKE BEST)
Games
a.
b.
c.
d.
Football
Basketball
Baseball
Track
Total
Rank 1
Number Percent
21
25
15
3
32.8
39.1
23.U
Iu7
100.00
Games
a.
b.
c.
d.
Tennis
Ping pong
Volleyball
Golf
Total
Rank 2
Number Percent
16
Hi
8
6
1*
36.U
31.8
18.2
13.6
100.00
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Rank 2 the responses ranked from 16 or 36,U percent for tennis, 1U or 31»8
percent for ping pong, 8 or 18.2 percent for volleyball, and 6 or 13*6 per
cent for golf. All 3k of the subjects responded to the questionnaire item.
Steady Friend.—The distribution of the responses to the questionnaire
item: "Do you have a steady friend," is presented in Table 11*. The re
sponses ranked as follows: 10 or 29.UO percent of the boys answered "Yes,"
and 2h or 70.60 percent of the girls answered "Yes". The data revealed
that all students answering the questionnaire item had a "steady" friend.
It might be noted here that the trend of "going steady" is prevalent among
this group of teenagers as seems to be the trend among teenagers through
out the nation.
TABLE 1h
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCH30L l?5o-lo60
(00 YOU HAVE A STEADY FRIEND?)
Sex Number Percent
Boy Yes W 29.U
No
Girl Yes 22* 70.6
No
Total 3U 100*00
Favorable Characteristic Traits.—The distribution of Favorable Char
acteristic traits, individual, as the responses were made to the questionnaire
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item are presented in Table 1J> below. The responses ranked as follows:
21 or 61.8 percent for honesty, neatness, and personality, 8 or 23.5 per
cent for friendliness, honest, and reliable, and 5 or 1U.7 percent for the
category of other traits.
TABLE 15
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(FAVORABLE CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS)
Traits Number Percent
a. Honesty, Neatness, Personality
b. Friendliness, Honest, Reliable
c. Others
Total 3U 100.00
Weakest Characteristics Traits, Individual.—The distribution of the
responses to the questionnaire item: "Weakest Characteristics Traits, In
dividual,11 are presented in Table lib, page 27. The responses ranked as
follows: 1b or 52,9 percent for shyness, stubborness, 11 or 32.U percent
for self centered, being frank, quietness, and for others 5 or Jlt.7 per
cent.
The Things Enjoyed Most in Leisure Time.—The distribution of responses
of the subjects to the questionnaire items "The things that you enjoy most
in your leisure time," is presented in Table 17, page 27* The responses
ranked as follows: Participating in sports was third, with 13 or 12.90
responses, dancing and reading were second with 18 or 17.80 percent responses,
21
8
5
61.8
23.5
1U.7
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TABLE 16
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1*60
(WEAKEST CHARACTERISTIC TRAITS, INDIVIDUAL)
Traits Number Percent
a. Shyness, Stubborness, Quick Temper
b. Sell Centered, Being Frank, Quietness
c. Others
18
11
5
52.9
32.U
Hi.7
Total 3k 100.00
and Listening to Music was first with 27 cr 2b.7O percent responses. It
is of interest to note that Youth Organizations ranked high with a 17 or
16.8 percent.
TABLE 17
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-A960
(THE THINGS ENJOYED MOST IN LEISURE TIME)
Rating Number Percent
a. Reading
b. Listening to Music
c. Drawing
d. Participating in Sports
e. Dancing
f• Youth Organization
Total
27
8
13
18
17
101
17.8
26.7
7.9
12.9
17.8
16.8
130.00
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If Your One Wish Could Be Granted.~The responses to the questionnaire
item: "If your one wish could be granted what would it be,n are shown in
Table 18. The responses to the question were k or 11.80 percent selected
Brotherhood and 2$ or 73,50 percent selected Professional. It is interesting
to note that only 3 or 8,8 percent selected financial stability as an only
wish.
TABLE 18
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(IF YOUR ONE WISH COULD BE GRANTED)
Rating Number Percent
a. Professional 25 73.5
b. Brotherhood k H»8
c. Fiaancial Stability 3 8»8
d. Miscellaneous 2 5*9
Total 3U 100.00
Degree You Like To Be Alone.—The distribution of the responses to the
questionnaire item, "To What Extent do you Like to be Alone," is shown in
Table 19, page 29. The data reveal that 22 or 6U.70 percent of the sub
jects answered "Now and Then," 6 or 17.70 percent answered "Seldom", and
U or 11,80 percent answered "Often". Only 2 or 5.9 percent indicated that
they never liked to be alone.
Mixing With The Group.—The distribution of the responses to the ques
tion, "How Well Do You Mix with the Group," is found in Table 20, page 29.
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TABLE 19
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(DEGREE YOU LIKE TO BE ALONE)
Rating Number Percent
a. Now and Then 22 614,7
b. Seldom 6 17*7
c. Often h -U-8
d. Never 2 5.9
Total 3k 100.00
The responses were as follows: 32 or 50.00 rated themselves as "poor", 25
or 39.10 rated "good", and 7 or 10.9 percent rated themselves as "fair",
mixers in the group.
TABLE 20
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(MIXING KITH THE GROUP)
111 il ■ in - III M ' ■ — - ~
Rating Number Percent
a. Poor 32 50.
b. Good 25 39.1
c. Fair 7 10.9
Total 6U 100.00
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Do you find Working with Others Pleasant?—The distribution of re
sponses to the questionnaire item, "Do you find working with others Pleas
ant"? is presented in Table 21 below* The data reveal that 32 or 97*10
percent answered "yes". As indicated by the 3U scale two of the subjects
did not answer the questionnaire item.
TABLE 21
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(WORKING WITH OTHERS)
Rating
a. Yes
b. No
Total
Number
32
0
32
Percent
100.00
00.
100.00
Do you like to Travel?—The distribution of response to the question
"Do you like to Travel"?., is presented in Table 22. The distributions
ranked as follows: 33 or 97*30 percent answered "yes", 1 or 2.90 percent
TABLE 22
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-J.96O
(DO YOU LIKE TO TRAVEL?)
Rating
a. Yes
b. No
Total
Number
33
1
3k
Percent
97.1
2.9
100.00
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answered "no". The results shown in Table 22 indicate that the majority
of these students like to travel.
Self Rating*—The distribution of response to the question "What do
you want to be in life"?, is presented in Table 23 below. The distributions
ranked as follows: from a low of 3 or 8.80 percent for "business" 6 or 17*70
percent for l(non professional11 and 25 or 73*50 percent for "professional".
The results shown in Table 23 that the largest number in this class chose
professional*
TABLE 23
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(SELF RATING)
Rating Number Percent
a* Professional 25 73*5
b. Non-professional 6 17*7
c* Business 3 8*3
Total 3U 100.00
Plans for Your Life."—The distribution of the responses of the sub
jects to the item: "Outline briefly the plans for your life11, is presented
in Table 2k page 32* The responses of the subjects ranked as follows: 6
or 17*70 percent to do "further study", 7 or 20.60 percent to "be success
ful in business", and 15 or UU.00 percent to "graduate from college"• The
results shown in Table 2h indicate that the largest number of students plan
to go to college.
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TABLE 2k
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(PUNS FOR YOUR LIFE)
Rating Number Percent
a* College Graduate 15 Wu
b. High School Graduate 6 17.7
c. Be successful in Business 7 20*6
d. To do further Study 6 17*7
Total 3h 100.00
Demanding of your Fellow Students*—The distribution of responses to
the questions "The Extent to which you are "demanding" of your fellow
students, is presented in Table 25* below. The responses ranked as follows:
TABLE 2$
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(DEMANDING OF YOUR FELLOW STUDENTS)
Rating Number Percent
a. Always 1 2.9
b. Often 5 1U.7
c. Seldom 11 32.U
d. Never 17 50.0
Total 3U 100.00
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"often" with 5 or lli.70 percent was third, "seldom" with U or 32.U0 per
cent was second, and "never" with 17 or 00*00 percent was first, as obtained
from the 3k subjects of this study. It is of interest to note that 6 or
16*6 percent are decline to make excesses demands of their fellow students.
Cooperative in Working with Others.—The distribution of responses to
the questions "The extent to which you are cooperative in working with
others", is presented in Table 26. The responses ranked as follows: "seldom"
2 or 5*90 percent was third, "often" 9 or 26.50 percent was second, and
"always" 22 or 6U.70 percent was first, as obtained from the Jk subjects
of this study. It is of interest to note that 31 or 91.2 percent of these
students indicated that they were highly cooperative with their fellow stu
dents in carrying on their day by day activities.
TABLE 26
FACTORS AFFECTING SXIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(COOPERATIVE IN WORKING WITH OTHERS)
Rating Number Percent
a. Always 22 6U.7
b. Often 9 26*!>
c. Seldom 2 5*9
d. Never 1 2.9
Total 3k 100*00
3U
Respecting Other People's Qpinion.~-The distribution of responses to
the question: "The extent to which you respect other people's opinion" is
shown in Table 27, below. The responses ranked as follows: 17 or 50.00
percent was first, 16 or U7.10 percent was second, and 1 or 2,9 percent
was third. It is of interest to note that 31 or 91.2 percent of these
pupils indicated a very high level of cooperative endeavor with others in
the performance of tasks.
TABLE 27
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HEGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(RESPECTING OTHER PEOPLE'S OPINION)
Rating Number Percent
a. Often 17 50.0
b. Always 16 U7.1
c. Seldom 1 2,9
■ ■_. i i m m im ■ i i__i._-m »■«_■ in. j^^^i ■ niiniin r ~ ' '■ ' -, - - -
Total ' 3k 100.00
Accepting Criticism.—The distribution of responses to the question:
"The extent to which you are able to accept criticism", is presented in
Table 28 below. The data reveal that 18 or 52.90 percent was first answered
"Always", 12 or 35.30 was second answered "Often", and 5 or 1U.70 percent
was third answered "Seldom". The data show that, 88.2 percent of these
students manifest a high level of acceptance of criticism.
Sociable in Group Relations.—The distribution of responses to the
question "The extent to which you are sociable in group situations", is
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TABLE 28
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(ACCEPTING CRITICISM)
Rating Number Percent
a. Always 18 52.9
b. Often 12 35.3
c. Seldom 3 8.8
d. Never 1 2.9
Total 3k 100.00
presented in Table 29, The responses of the subjects ranked as follows:
"Always" 12 or 35*30 percent was first, "Often" 15 or UluK) percent was
second, and "Seldom" 5 or Ui.70 percent was third. Seventy-nine percent
TABLE 29
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(SOCIABLE IN GROUP SITUATIONS)
Rating Number Percent
a. Often 15 UU.l
b. Always 12 35.3
e. Seldom 5 1^.7
d. Never 2 $*9
Total 3U 100.00
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of these students are generally sociable in group situations.
Location in which you live*--The distribution of the responses of the
subjects to the questionnaire item "To what degree you are pleased with the
present location in which you lilt", is presented in Table 30 below. The
responses ranked as follows: "Partially11 16 or U8.5O percent was first,
"Completely", 8 or 2U.20 percent was second, and "Thoroughly" with 5 or 15.20
percent was third and for "not at all" h or 12*1 percent. It might be noted
here that the largest percent of students are only partially pleased with
the location in which they live. Out of the total of 3U, one subject did
not respond to the questionnaire item.
TABLE 30
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(DEGREE YOU ARE PLEASED WITH PRESENT LOCATION IN LIVING)
Rating Number Percent
a. Thoroughly 5 *5»2
b. Completely 8 2U.2
c. Partially 16 U8.5
d. Not at all U 12.1
Total 33 100,00
Friends in other high schools.—The distribution of responses to the
questions "Do you have many or any close friends in any of the other high
schools in the city"?, are presented in Table 31 page 37. The responses
ranked as follows: U or 12.50 percent answered "No", and 28 or 87.50 percent
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TABLE 31
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(CLOSE FRIENDS IN OTHER HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE CITY)
Rating
a. Yes
b. No
Total
Number
28
U
32
Percent
87.5
12.5
100.00
answered "Yes", with two of the subjects not answering this questionnaire
item. The data reveal that the majority or 87.50 percent of these students
had friends in other city high schools.
Social Acceptance.—The distribution of responses of the subjects to
the questionnaire item: MTo what degree you are socially accepted by stu
dents of your present school", is presented in Table 32. The responses
TABLE 32
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(SOCIALLY ACCEPTED BY STUDENTS OF YOUR PRESENT SCHOOL)
Rating Number Percent
a. All of them 17 UU.7
b. Only a few 20 26.3
c. Small group 10 26.|
d. None 1 2«6
Total 38 100.00
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ranked as follows: "All of Them" 17 or Mi.70 percent was first, "Only a
few" and "Small group" each with 10 or 26*30 ranked second, "None" 1 or
2.60 percent was third. It would appear that the social experiences of
these pupils warrant their belief that they are socially accepted by fellow-
students.
Self-rating.—The responses to the questionnaire item: "To what degree
you are socially accepted by pupils from other schools11?, is found in Table
33 below. The responses were as follows: "Only a few" 19 or 55.90 percent
was first, "Small group" 10 or 29.1*0 percent was second, "All oi them" 3 or
8.80 percent was third. It is noted that only 8.80 percent of this class
was accepted by all of the students from other schools in the city. The
data would appear to substantiate the theory that social acceptance is a
function of social distance*
TABLE 33
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(SOCIALLY ACCEPTED BY PUPILS FROM OTHER SCHOOLS)
Rating Number Percent
a. All of them 3 8»8
b. Only a few 19 55.9
c* Small group 10 29*U
d. None 2 5.9
Totax 3k 100.00
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Pleased with Every Day Dress.--The distribution of responses to the
question "To what degree you are pleased with your every day dress", is pre
sented in Table 3U. The responses of the subjects ranked as follows: "Satis
fied" 23 or 69.70 percent was first, "Completely Satisfied" 7 or 21 percent
was second, "Dissatisfied" 3 or 9.10 percent was third. The results shown
in Table 3U that most of this class was satisfied with their present dress.
TABLE 3k
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(PLEASED WITH YOUR EVERY DAY DRESS)
Rating Number Percent
a. Completely satisfied 7 21*2
b. Satisfied 23 69.7
e. Dissatisfied 3 9.1
Total 33 3XX).OO
Fair Play.—The distribution of responses to the question: "Do you feel
that one should play fair at all times"? The response is "All the time"
2$ or 73.50 percent was first, "Sometimes" 5 or Hu70 percent was second,
and "Seldom" 2 or 5,90 percent was third. The responses is presented in
Table 35, page UO. These students predominantly hold to the opinion or
attitude of "fair play" in social situation as indicated by the 73*5 per
cent responses.
Getting Along with Classmates.—The distribution of responses to the
question "To what degree you get along with your classmates in school", is
TABLE 35
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(SHOULD ONE PLAY FAIR AT ALL TIMES)
Rating Number Percent
a. AU the time 25 73.5
b. Sometimes 5 1U.7
c. Seldom 2 5.9
d. Never 2 5.9
Total 3U 100,00
presented in Table 36. The responses of the subjects ranked as follows:
"AH the time" 15 or UU.10 percent was first, "Sometimes11 9 or 26,50 per
cent was second, "Seldom" 8 or 23.50 percent was third, and "Never" 2 or
TABLE 36
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(GETTING ALONG WITH YOUR CLASSMATES IN SCHOOL)
Rating Number Percent
a. All the time 15 kk»l
b. Sometimes 9 26.5
c. Seldom 8 23.5
d. Never 2 5.9
Total 3k 100.00
or 5.90 percent was fourth. The data indicate that the bulk of these stu
dents are getting along with their fellows.
Being Socially Accepted as a Student.--The distribution of responses
to the question "You as a student being socially accepted", is presented
in Table 37 below. The responses were as follows: 21 or 61.80 percent
answered "No11 and 13 or 38.20 percent answered "Yes". The question arises
why these students believe that they are not socially accepted as students
although accepted as individuals as indicated in prior table data?
TABLE 37
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(BEING SOCIALLY ACCEPTED AS A STUDENT)
Rating
a. Yes
b. No
Total
Number
13
21
3U
Percent
38.2
61.8
100.00
Self-Rating.--The distribution of responses to the question "Social
Activities" you enjoy attending at school11, is presented in Table 38> page
111. The distribution ranked as follows: from a low of 15 or 16.70 percent
for "Club Meetings" to a high of 27 or 30.00 for "Parties", with the re
mainder of activities ranked as follows: dances, recreational activities,
and miscellaneous.
Illness Affecting Social Behavior.—The distribution of the responses
of the subjects to the question: "To what degree illness affect your social
TABLE 38
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHDOL 1959-1960
(SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL)
Rating Number Percent
a. Dances 20 22*2
b. Parties 27 30.0
c. Recreational Activities 18 20.0
d. Club Meetings 15 16.7
e. Miscellaneous 10 11*1
Total 90 100.00
behavior", is presented in Table 39* The responses of the subjects ranked
as follows: "Sometimes" 12 or 35*30 percent was first, "Not at all" 11 or
32,30 percent was second, "Seldom" 10 or 29«l|O percent was third, as obtained
TABLE 39
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(ILLNESS AFFECTING YOUR SOCIAL BEHAVIOR)
Rating Number Percent
a. Sometimes 12 35.3
b. Seldom 10 29.U
c. All the time 1 2.9
d. Not at an U 32.3
Total 3k 100.00
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from the 3U subjects of this study. Obviously, illness doesn't seriously
affect the social behavior of these students*
Taking Part in School Activities*-"The distribution of responses to
the question: "Do you take an active part in the activities of your school",
is presented in Table UO. The responses ranked as follows: "Sometimes" with
18 or 52,90 percent was first, "Not at all" 7 or 20,60 percent was second,
and "Seldom" 6 or 17.70 percent was third, as obtained from the 3U subjects
of this study. It is to be noted that 18 or 52,9 percent of this class
took an active part at sometime or other in the social activities of the
school,
TABLE UO
FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
METROPOLITAN HIGH SCHOOL 1959-1960
(TAKING AN ACTIVE PART IN SCH30L ACTIVITIES)
Rating Number Percent
a. Sometime 16 52,9
b. Not at all 7 20.6
c. Seldom 6 17.7
d. AH the time 3 8»8
Total 3k 100,00
Age Grade Distribution.—The age-grade distribution of the eleventh
grade students participating in this study is shown in Table Ul, page U3»
The data show the chronological ages of the subjects to be as follows:
In the 15-year groupj Ij. females and no males, in the 16-year group, 6 males
m
TABLE 1|1
AGE GRADE DISTHIBOTION OF ELEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS
Male
Female
Total
0
h
h
16
6
15
21
Age
17
k
5
9
18
0
0
0
19
0
0
0
20
0
0
0
. Total
10
2U
3U
and 15 females; in the 17 year group, k males and 5 femalesj and some of
the subjects were in the older age groups.
It is interesting to note that only h girls of the total number were
15 years old, hence were a year ahead of the usual age-grade norm.
Teachers1 Ratings,--The data on the levels of traits as given by the
teachers are found in Table U2, page kk. The students involved in this
study were rated high in attendance, 25 or 73.5 percent; dependability,
20 or 58.8 percent, Cooperativeness 23 or 67.6 percent. The remaining
traits ranged from 9 or 26.5 percent for effort to 19 or 55.9 percent for
appearance, as rated by teachers of the 3U subjects.
The ratings for average as indicated by the teachers are as follows!
19 or 55.9 percent for Effort; 15 or UU.l percent for appearance, Enthusi
asm and social acceptance; 17 or 50 percent for leadership: the remaining
traits ranged from 9 or 26,5 percent for attendance to 13 or 38.2 percent
for Emotional Control.
TABLE U2
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL TRAITS OF ELEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS RATED BI
TEACHERS AT THE DAVID T. HOWARD HIGH SCHOOL
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 1959-1960
Levels of Teacher Eatings or
High
Item "Number
a. Appearance
b. Effort
c. Leadership
d. Dependability
e. Cooperativeness
f• Initiative
g. Emotional Control
h« Enthusiams
i. Social Acceptance
j. Attendance
19
9
10
20
23
17
17
19
10
25
Percent
55.9
26.5
29.1*
58.8
67.6
5o.o
5o.o
55.9
29.lt
73.5
Aver?
Number
15
19
17
10
8
ID
13
15
15
9
Traits
ige
Percent
liU.1
55.9
5o.o
29.lt
23.5
29.U
38.2
Wi.1
UU.l
26.5
Lev
Nunfcer
0
6
7
h
3
7
U
0
9
0
Percent
0
17.6
20.6
11.8
8.8
20.6
11.8
0
26.5
0
The ratings for low as indicated by teachers ranged from 9 or 26.5
percent for social acceptance to 3 or 8.8 percent for cooperativeness.
The teachers1 ratings for the group of students were better than average
on all personal and social traits.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Rationale.—Social psychologists have long recognized that the wish
or need for acceptance by an individual's associates is fundamental in the
integration of that individual's personality. Too many psychologists and
educators alike have been so adumbrative about the terra "personality,"
that it has been almost impossible to obtain any clearcut view of per
sonality or of what its meaning should be in psychological and educational
references*
One purpose of education is "to enable the child to meet more ef
fectively situations involving social relations," which implies the need
to determine social relations which are vital. Such vitaa. and social
relations can be considered as being of two types for purposes of analysis.
First, those situations involving the direct or personal relations of the
individual to the various immediate groups of which he is a member. Second,
those situations which the individual is concerned as only one member of a
1
more remote group*
It is justifiable to say that the teacher's job might be easier; the
work more effective, and with fewer behavior problems when he undertakes to
direct the more fomalized activities of the class; if the teacher has
previously given adequate attention to the study of social status or tone
J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 195b"), p» 30°, ——
U6
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of his pupils, and attempted to help each to make the best possible ad
justments. The teacher must spend time in observing the way members of a
class get along with each other, in discovering the socially unaccepted
and helping them make a place for themselves in the group might prove as
justifiable as time spent in teaching subject matter.
Many teachers rely on their own adult standards in judging a child's
acceptability. If pupil-teacher relationships are good, the teacher
considers the child well adjusted. The impression which a child makes upon
a teacher is not necessarily the impression made upon his associates.
The skilled teacher may use sociometric procedures to discover the
socially rejected individuals within the classroom, and proceed to help the
children make whatever adjustments seem warranted to realize maximal
results. Sociometric procedures provide data for organizing new groups for
smooth and effective results. They enable the teacher to introduce
pupils so that more than two of them will be working in each group; to
place frequently chosen pupils and about the same number of unchosen pupils
in the same groupj and to place as many pupils of average sociometric
position as the frequently chosen and unchosen types combined. The teacher
is in a position to help the "Isolates" show abilities that will improve
his group position.
Pupils gain perspective of themselves and come to enjoy other individuals
for the stimulating variety they offer. They learn to appraise their own
capacities and learn to make special aptitudes fit into a larger scheme in
combination with the talents of others. In short, they can learn what it
""' 1 ■ ■
American Council on Education, Sociometry in Group Relations
(Washington, D. C.: American Council on Education, 19&), p. 83. '
means to work and. play together.
A child's capacity for social growth - his ability to live with his
fellows to the fullest - is as natural and as educational as his other basic
capacities for mental aM physical growth.
Evolution of the Problem.---The problem involved in this study grew
out of the writer's curiosity in ascertaining - to some degree - reasons
why some of the students of the David T. Howard High School, Atlanta,
Georgia, on the whole, are often ostracized socially from students of other
city schools. The writer is presently employed in the above named school,
and for the past six years, has studied the socio-economic status and
background from which its population derives.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge and Practice.—»The writer is of
the opinion that this study is of value in helping to arrive at solutions
to the overall question of why the personality and the socio-economic status
of students at the David T. Howard High School, Atlanta, Georgia often
hinder opportunities for cooperative endeavor and develop methods of con
trol that are inherent in the learning situations.
Statement of toe_ Rrpblem>—The problem involved in the study was to
ascertain the personality factors and the principal elements in the class
room environment of David T. Howard High School pupils which affects their
social acceptance among their schoolmates*
Limitations and Scope of the Study.—-We know that every aspect of the
student should be taken into consideration, especially his socio-economic
factors, and his environmental locale, an of which would call for a tre
mendous amount of data not readily accessible; his social and emotional
adjustments. This study, for the most part, was confined to situations
present at the subject's own school*
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Purpose of the Study,--The paramount purpose of this study was to
ascertain the traits of personality and the principal elements in a class
room environment of David T. Howard High School pupils which affected their
social acceptance among their schoolmates* The specific purpose of this
research are characterized as follows:
1, To determine what pupils are socially accepted and which are not.
2* To determine what pupils are leaders and possibly why*
3. To determine what pupils are "isolates" or rejected and possibly
why.
U» To determine how many times a pupils is chosen by his fellow pupils
for a companion orbshared activities and certain honors*
5>. To determine the fewer times the pupil is rejected by his fellow
pupils for a companion or to share certain honors*
6* To determine what part socio-economic status plays in pupil's
choices*
7* To formulate whatever implications for educational theory and
practices as may be derived from the data*
Definition of Terms*—For the purpose of clarity, certain terms used
tx
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in this s udy have been defined as used and supported by Moreno and
Jennings*
1* Sociometry - that science which makes it possible to measure with
reasonable accuracy the position of individuals within a group in
terms of social acceptance and social rejection*
-_ — ' "
Jacob L, Moreno, Foundation of Sociometry (New York: Beacon House.
Inc., 19UD, PP. 15*30.
2
Helen Jennings, Reading in Sooial Psychology (New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1°U7), pp. UO7-13.
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2. Social pattern - indicated choices of various members of the group.
3. Sociometric method - a scientific testing procedure for dis
covering and analyzing the pattern of social tome among members
of groups*
U. Sociogram - a graphic presentation of the results of a socio
metric test*
£. Socially accepted - those pupils who are accepted or chosen by
their classmates as preference or friends.
6. Socially rejected - those pupils who are not accepted or chosen
by theor classmates as preferences or friends.
7. Social status - the social position in which the group places the
members of that group,
8. Isolates - those pupils in the social setting who receive no
choices, or not chosen for companions by other members of the
group.
9. Mutual choices or pairs - two pupils who choose each other within
the same numerical designation.
10. Islands - patterns that set themselves off from the larger group
within a social structure.
11. Tele - indicators of trends towards attraction and repulsion
which operate with the social pattern.
12. Social atom - the pattern of the individual together with his
interrelations of stimulus and responses, active or potential to
other persons.
13. Psycho - social net work - individuals clustered together to form
varying configurations or patterns in which they operate.
Hi. Socio - genetic evolution - the principle of results of repeated
sociometric test being administered at intervals to the same
population with regularity of certain specific patterns of
interpersonal relations.
1J>. Sociometric tabulation form - a tally form that lists in the same
order vertically and horizontally, those who choose and those who
are chosen, giving a total picture of all student's responses*
16. Classroom social distance scale - a sociometric instrument for
recording the personal responses of every member of the group
relative to categorized statements designed on a numerical scale.
17, Culture - all behavior learned by the individual in conformity
with a group*
Locale and Research Design.--The most significant aspects of the locale
and research design of this study are summarized below:
1. Locale - The locale of this study was the David T. Howard High
School, Atlanta, Georgia. The period of the study was the 195>9-
1960 school year.
2. Method of Research - The Descriptive-Survey Method of research
employing the specific techniques of the questionnaire, personal
interviews, official records and observations, was used to gather
the data necessary to the completion of this research.
3. Subjects - The subjects used in this study were thirty-four
students from an eleventh grade class at David T. Howard High
School 1959-1960.
U. Materials - The information was collected from questionnaires;
personal interviews and observations, and pupil's cumulative
records on file in the office of the school*
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Procedure.—The procedural steps that were used in the conduct of
this study are as follows:
1. Review of related literature*
2. Permission to conduct the study was obtained from the administra
tive officials*
3* Securing the subjects.
k» Interviews were conducted*
J>. Information was obtained about the student population and school
community as it revealed much about the student and his environ
ment*
6. Tabulation and classification of data from the records of students
from David T. Howard High School.
7* Data from records were arranged into appropriate tables, and
statistically treated as indicated by the nature and scope of
the purpose of the research*
8. On the basis of the findings, implications and conclusions,
recommendations were made.
Summary of the Related Literature,—A survey of literature related to
this study revealed that extensive research has been made investigating
various features of Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of High School
Students Enrolled in a Metropolitan High School*
The related literature further revealed that many students are not
accepted by their classmates and fellow students of other schools and
communities because of their economic, social, and educational background*
The American Council on Education found that all learning in schools
takes place within the setting of pupil-pupil relationship. Most teachers
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realize that individual's personal and academic growth can be affected
adversely or favorably by his position in the group.
Jahoda, Dentsch and Cooke found that students socio-economics status
was measured by its most visible symptom} the standard of their clothing.
It was found that students of the superior clothing group discriminated
against those of the inferior clothing group.
Ryan and Davis found that social acceptance to classroom grades and
academic aptitude among secondary school students represents only one
dimension of the student culture j class room grades represent only one
aspect of academic achievement. It also was noted that a student needs a
certain amount of acceptance by his peers to function satisfactorily.
Sledge made this comment: Environment plays an important part in the
child's emotional development.
Educational Administration and Supervision asserts: Students with
low social acceptability were characterized as lacking in positive per
sonality traits and possessing negative characteristic, such as, rest
lessness, talkativeness, and fighting.
Havighurst made this comment: Middle class adults stimulate their
children to a higher level of development of mental skills than do lower
class adults. He wants his children's friends to be of the same or better
social status.
Davis found that certain universal similarities in moral sanctions,
languages, familial structure, dress and technical adaptations which appear
in our society, the social conditions under which persons have access to
fundamental biological and social goals are differentiated in many respects
by a system of privilege.
5U
Summary of Basic Fiiidings.—The basic findings of the research was
presented under the appropriate table captions to follow:
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Self Rating)
(Table 1)
The data presented in Table 1 indicated that the subjects felt them
selves to be rated as "good11 with twenty-seven out of thirty-four students
responding. None of the students rated themselves as poor.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Present In Crowd)
(Table 2)
The data presented in Table 2 indicated that twenty-three or 71.9
per cent of the subjects "like to be with the crowd," sometimes, and only
one or 3#10 per cent ^neirer11 want to be with the crowd.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Traits Admired in Fellow Students)
(Table 3)
The data presented in Table 3 show that twenty-one or 3745 per cent
admired fellow students with personality; fourteen or 25 per cent admired
students who were honest and eleven or 19.6 per cent admired intelligence.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Left Out of Happenings)
(Table U)
The data presented in Table h show that fifteen or U8.875 per cent
felt that "sometimes" they were left out of the happendings; ten or 31*25
per cent felt that "seldom" they were left out of the happenings; and three
or 9*375 per cent stated they were "often" left out of the heppenings.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(What You lake Most About lour Friends)
(Table 5)
The data presented in Table 5 show that twenty-one or 37.5 per cent of
the subjects admired "personality" in their fellow students| fourteen or
25 per cent admired students who were "honest" and eleven or 19*6 per cent
admired students who were "intelligent."
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Do You Have A Temper)
(Table 6)
The data presented in Table 6 show that nineteen or 61.3 P®** cent of
the subjects admitted having a "temper" twelve or 38.7 per cent stated
they "did not have a temper."
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan HLgh School 1959-1960
(Can You Control Your Temper?)
(Table 6-A)
The data presented in Table 6-A indicated that thirty-two or 97 per
cent of the students felt that they could "control their temper" and
only one or 3 per cent felt that he "could not control his temper."
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(If You Cannot Control Your Temper)
(Table 6«B)
The data presented in Table 6-B indicated that six or 100 per cent
of the students felt that they "could not control their temper" and
twenty-eight of the students did not respond to the questionnaire item.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled in A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Having Your Way About Things)
(Table 7)
The data presented in Table 7 indicated that seventeen or 51.5 per
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cent "seldom" had their way about things; eleven or 33»3 per cent "some
times1* had their way about things and five or 15.2 per cent "never11 had
their way about things*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Fighting)
(Table 8)
The data presented in Table 8 indicated that seventeen or 5l«5 per
cent had "never11 been in a fight; twelve or 36*U per cent were "sometime"
in a fight; and four or 12.1 per cent "frequently11 were in a fight; one
of the thirty-four students did not respond to the questionnaire item*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptiance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Number of Intimate Friends)
(Table 9)
The data presented in Table 9 indicated that five or 50.00 per cent
of the boys had from nine to ten friends; the girls twelve or 50.00 per
cent had from "nine to ten" friends; with all of the thirty-four students
responding*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Club Membership)
(Table 10)
The data presented in Table 10 indicated that twenty-two or 25.6 per
cent of the subjects belong to "youth organizations," seventeen or 19.8
per cent belong to "social clubs" and fifteen or 17.U per cent belong to
"musical" dubs; all of the thirty-four students responding*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Offices Held by Students)
(Table 11)
The data presented in Table 11 indicated that twenty-one or 30.0 per
cent of the students held office as "secretary," twenty or 28.6 per cent
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cent held office as "treasurer", fifteen or 21.U per cent held office as
"president," all of the students responded to the questionnaire item.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(How Others React Toward You)
(Table 12)
The data presented in Table 12 indicated that seventeen or 60.7 per
cent rated themselves as "favorable1* how others reacted toward them, nine
or 32.2 per cenr rated themselves "generally favorable" and two or 7.1
per cent rated themselves "reasonable extent", six of the subjects did
not answer the questionnaire item*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Games You Like Best)
(Table 13)
The data presented in Table 13 indicated that twenty-five or 39*1
per cent of the students ranked "basketball11 first and twenty-one or 32*8
per cent ranked "football" second, and in rank two sixteen or 3&*U per
cent of the students ranked "tennis" first and fourteen or 31•8 per cent
ranked "pinpong" second, all of the students of the thirty-four responding*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Do You Have A Steady Friend?)
(Table lU)
The data presented in Table lU indicated that the subjects answered
ten or 29.U per cent of the boys had a "steady friend" and twenty-four
or 70*6 per cent of the girls has a "steady friend", all of the s tudents
reporting had a steady friend*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Favorable Characteristic Traits)
(Table 15)
The data presented in Table 15 indicated that twenty-one or 61.8 per
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cent of the subjects "liked students who had traits which showed honesty,
neatness, and personality'1, eight or 23.5 per cent prefered students with
traits that were "friendly,n "honest11 and "reliable,•*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Weakest Characteristic Traits, Individual)
(Table 16)
The data presented in Table 16 indicated that the subjects felt them
selves to be rated eighteen or 52.9 per cent as "shyness,11 "stubborness,"
and "quick temper," eleven or 32.U per cent rated themselves as being
"self centered", "being frank," and "quietness."
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(The Things Enjoyed Most in Leisure Time)
(Table 17)
The data presented in Table 17 indicated that twenty-seven or 26.7
per cent of the students like to "listen to music", eighteen or 17.8 per
cent liked "dancing," and thirteen or 12.9 per cent like to "participate
in sports."
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(If lour One Wish Could Be Granted)
(Table 18)
The data presented in Table 18 indicated that twenty-five or 73.5
per cent of the students wished to be "professional" people, four or 11.8
per cent wanted "brotherhood" and three or 8.8 per cent wanted "financial
stability," all of the thirty-four students responded.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Degree You Like to Be Alone)
(Table 19)
The<ata presented in Table 19 indicated that the subjects felt twenty-
two or 6U.7 per cent "now and then" they like to be alone, "seldom six
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or 17.7 per cent, and "often,11 four or 11.8 per cent, only two or 5.9 per
cent "never11 wanted to be alone.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Mixing With The Group)
(Table 20)
The data presented in Table 20 indicated that the subjects felt them
selves to be rated as "good11 with twenty-five or 39*1 per cent as mixing
with other groups and seven or 10.9 per cenr rated themselves as "poor"
mixers with other groups.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Working With Others)
(Table 21)
The data presented in Table 21 indicated that the subjects answered
tiyes** with thirty-two or 100.00 per cent in working with others. Two of
the subjects did not answer the questionnaire item*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(£b You Like To Travel)
(Table 22)
The data presented in Table 22 indicated that thirty-three or 97*1 per
cent of the subjects "like to travel," and only one or 2.9 per cent an
swered "no" and did not like to travel, all of the thirty-four students
responded.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Self Rating)
(Table 23)
The data presented in Table 23 indicated that twenty-five or 73.5 per
cent of the students chose "professional jobs," six or 17.7 per cent chose
"non professional" and three or 8.8 per cent chose "business."
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Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Flans For Your Life)
(Table 2k)
The d ata presented in Table 21* indicated that fifteen or WuOO per
cent of this class wanted to "graduate from college,'1 seven or 20.6 per
cent wanted to "be successful in business," and six or 17•7 per cent
wanted to "graduate from high school*11
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Demanding of Your Fellow Students)
(Table 25)
The data presented in Table 2$ indicated that seventeen or $0.00 per
cent of this class were "never" demanding of their fellow students;
eleven or 32.U per cent "seldom" were demanding, and only one or 2.9 per
cent was "always" demanding of their fellow students.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Cooperative In Working With Others)
(Table 26)
The data presented in Table 26 indicated that twenty-two or 6U.7
per cent were "always" cooperative in working with others; nine or 26.5
per cent were "often" cooperative in working with others; and only one
or 2.9 per cent "never" cooperative in working with others, all of the
thirty-four students responded to the questionnaire item.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Respecting Other People's Opinion)
(Table 27)
The data presented in Table 27 indicated that seventeen or 50.0 per
cent of this class "often" respected other people's opinion; sixteen
or U7.1 per cent "always" respected other people's opinion; and only one
or 2.9 per cent "never" respected other people's opinion*
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Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Accepting Criticism)
(Table 28)
The data presented in Table 28 indicated that eighteen or 52.9 per
cent "always" accept criticism; twelve or 35.3 per cent "often11 accept
criticism; and one or 2*9 per cent "never" accept criticism; all of the
thirty-four students responded to the questionnaire item*
Factors Affecting Social Aceeptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Sociable in Group Situations)
(Table 29)
The data presented in Table 29 indicated that fifteen or U4.1 per cent
"often" are sociable in group situations; twelve or 35*3 per cent "always"
are sociable in group situations, and only two or 5.9 per cent are "never"
sociable in group situations.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Degree You Are Pleased With Present Location In Living)
(Table 30)
The data presented in Table 30 indicated that sixteen or U8.5 per
cent of this class &£ "partially" pleased with the present location in
which they live; eight or 2U.2 per cent are "completely" pleased, and five
or 15.2 per cent are "thoroughly" pleased with the present location where
they live.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled La A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Close Friends In Other High Schools In The City)
(Table 3D
The data presented in Table 31 indicated that the subjects answered
"yes" with twenty-eight or 87.5 per cent having close friends in other high
schools in the city; and only four or 12.5 per cent answering "no" having
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no friends in the other high schools in the city.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Socially Accepted by Students of Your Present School)
(Table 32)
The data presented in Table 32 indicated that seventeen or Uk.7 per
cent of this class were accepted by "all" of the students of their school;
ten or 26.3 per cent were accepted by "small group" and one or 2,6 per
cent was accepted by none of the students.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Socially Accepted by Pupils From Other Schools)
(Table 33)
The data presented in Table 33 indicated that nineteen or 55.9 per
cent were socially accepted by "only a few" students from other schools;
ten or 29.U per cent were socially accepted by "small group" and only two
or 5.9 per cent were socially accepted by "none" of the students from
others schools.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Pleased With Your Every Bay Dress)
(Table 3U)
The data presented in Table 3U indicated that twenty-three or 69.7 per
cent were "satisfied" with their every day dress; seven or 21.2 per cent
were "completely satisfied"; and only three or 9.1 per cent were "dis
satisfied" with their dreas.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Should One Play Fair At All Times)
(Table 35)
The data presented in Table 35 indicated that twenty-five or 73.5
per cent of the students felt that "all the time" one should play fair;
five or Ilu7 per cent felt that "sometimes" one should play fair; and only
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two or 5.9 per cent felt that one should "never" play fair*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
((Jetting Along With Your Classmates in School)
(Table 36)
The data presented in Table 36 indicated that fifteen or kk»l per cent
felt that one should get along with his classmates "all the time" in
school; nine or 26,5 per cent felt "sometimes11 one should get along, and
two or 5.9 per cent felt that one should "never" get along with his class
mates in school.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Being Socially Accepted As A Student)
(Table 37)
The data presented in Table 37 indicated that twenty-one or 61.8 per
cent felt that "no" one does not have to be socially accepted as a student;
and thirteen or 38.2 per cent felt that "yes" one must be socially ac
cepted as a student, all of the thirty-four responded to the questionnaire
item*
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Social Activities at School)
(Table 38)
The data presented in Table 38 indicated that twenty-seven or 30.0 per
cent attended "parties" at school; twenty or 22.2 per cent attended "dances"
and eighteen or 20.0 per cent attended "recreational activities" at
school and in the community, all of the thirty-four students responded to
the questionnaire item.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Illness Affecting Your Social Behavior)
(Table 39)
The data presented in Table 39 indicated that twelve or 35.3 per cent
6U
•'sometimes1* were affected by illness which affected their social behaviorj
ten or 29,h per cent "seldom" were affected by illness; and only one
or 2.9 per cent "all the time" was affected by illness which affected his
social behavior.
Factors Affecting Social Acceptance of Students Enrolled In A
Metropolitan High School 1959-1960
(Taking An Active Part In School Activities)
(Table UO)
The data presented in Table UO indicated that eighteen or 5>2.9 per
cent •'sometime11 took an active part in school activities; seven or 20.6
per cent "never" took a part in school activities and only three or 8.8
per cent participated "all the time" in school activities
Age Drade Distribution of Eleventh Grade Students
(Table l|l)
The Age Grade Distribution data in Table 1|1 show four students
fifteen years of age, twenty-one students sixteen years of age and nine
students seventeen years of age. These data indicate only four students
were a year ahead of the usual age-grade norm.
Levels of Teacher Ratings or Traits
(Table U2)
The data presented in Table U2 indicated that the teacher-rating of
the students was high; ranging from nine for effort to twenty-five for
Attendance. The average rating by teachers ranged from eight for atten
dance to a high of seventeen for leadership. The r ating of low ranged from
three for effort to nine for social acceptance.
Conclusions.—The analysis and interpretation of data on factors
affecting social acceptance of a group of eleventh grade students at the
David T. Howard High School, Atlanta, Georgia would seem to justify the
following conslusions:
6$
1* The trend of "going steady" is an important factor in the lives
of eleventh grade students of the David T. Howard High School.
2. The teen-agers (subjects of this study) tend to have hobbies,
belong to clubs, like to be with the crowd, etc.
3. The teen-age students of Howard High School appear to have the
attitudes towards and practices in: (a) Cooperative working with
others, (b) Manifesting respect for others, (c) Accepting
criticism from others, and (d) fair play.
1*. The teen-age students of the Howard High School enjoy friends in
their high school and in other high schools in the city.
5. The Howard High School students place emphasis upon leisure time
activities of Dancing and Parties.
Implications.—The interpretation of the data would appear to justify
the implications which follow:
1. The interpretation of the data of this research seem to emphasize
the implication that the guidance program for eleventh grade
students is of utmost importance.
2. There- is an apparent need for continuous re-evaluation of social
standards as they apply to teen-agers in a world that is so rapidly
changing.
3. There is an apparent need for the teachers to become aware of the
personal and social traits of their students in the classroom.
Recommendations.—From this study, the writer has made the following
recommendations as a step toward giving youth the best possible guiding
principles relative to their social adjustment determined to some degree by
the factors discussed in this study.
1. It is recommended that each teacher give adequate attention to
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the study of the social status of his pupils.
2. It is recommended that the curriculum and the extra curriculum
activities be evaluated so that boys and girls may receive the
maximum experiences both for academic achievement and social
development.
3. It is recommended that close attention be given to the guidance
programs for eleventh grade students.
U. It is recommended that parents as weU as teachers continue to
work with the behavior of the pupils so that social acceptance
and adjustment will present a minimum of problem to him.
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FACTORS AFFECTINB SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF STUDENTS
QUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire is designed to see how well you are rated among
your fellow classmates, and how you rate yourself?
Indicate by a cross (X) the trait or traits you admire most in your
fellow students.
1. Indicate by a corss (x) how you rate yourself as a student.
good fair poor
2. Do you like to be with the "crowd?11
sometime seldom never
3. What traits do you admire most in your fellow students?
personality intelligence nearness honesty sense of humor
1*. Indicate by a cross (x) how often you have felt that you were
being left out of the "happenings.11
sometimes seldom often never
5. Indicate by a cross (x) what you like most about your best friend.
good sportsmanship character religious outlook
6. Bo you have a temper, if so indicate by a corss (x) Yes ___ No^_
(a) If you can control your temper, indicate by a (s) Yes No__
(b) If you cannot control your temper, indicate by a cross
Yes No
7. Do you always like to have your way about things?
sometimes seldom never
8. Indicate by a cross if you have ever been in a fight.
never sometime frequently
9. Indicate the number of intimate friends you have according
to sex. Boys ________ girls __________
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10. Indicate by a cross (x) the different types of clubs to which
you belong, (a) Musical (b) Atheletic (c) Youth
Organizations (d) Hobby~Clubs (e) Social Clubs (f)
Dramatics ___
11. Indicate by a cross (x) the different types of offices you have
held in the above mentioned question, (a) President^_ (b)
Vice President (c) Secretary (d) Treasurer (e)
Chaplain _____ (fTUergeant at terms ____
12. Indicate by a cross (x) to what extent others react toward you.
Favorable Unfavorable ___ Reasonable extent ___ Generally
favorable ___
13. List below in the order of importance the games you like best,
(a) (b) (c) (d) (c)
lit. Do you have a steady friend? Boy Girl
1$. What do you consider your most favorable character traits?
list in the order of importance, (a) (b)
(c) (d) (e){
16. What are considered as your weakest traits? (a)
(<0 ((b)
17. Indicate by a cross (x) the things that you enjoy doing most in
your leisure time. Reading Listening to music_
Drawing Participating in sports Dancing
Youth Organizations _____________ Watching sports
18. If your one wish could be granted what would it be?
19. Indicate by a cross (x) to what degree you like to be alone.
Often , Seldom , Now and Then _____ All the time
Never
20. How well do you mix with the group? Indicate by a cross (x)
Good , Fair • , Poor
21. Do you find working with others pleasant? Yes_ No
22. Do you like to travel? Yes No
23. What do you want to be in life? __________
2lt. Outline briefly the plans for your life
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2J>. Indicate by a cross (x) the extent to which you are "demanding1'
of your fellow students. Always Often Seldom Never_
26. Indicate by a cross (x) the extent to which you are cooperative
in working with others. Always Often Seldom Never_
27. Indicate by a cross (x) the extent to which you respect other
people's opinion. Always^^ Often Seldom Never
28. Indicate by a cross (x) the extent to which you are able to
accept criticism. Always Often SeMom Never_
2°. Indicate by a cross (x) the extent to which you are sociable
in group situations. Always____ Often Seldom Never
30. Indicate by a cross (x) to what degree you are pleased with
the present location in which you live. Thoroughly
Completely Partially Not at all
31. Do you have many or any close friends in any of the other high
schools in the city? Yes No
32. Indicate by a cross (x) to what degree you are socially accepted
by students of your present school. All of them
Only a few Small group None_
33. Indicate by a cross (x) to what degree you are socially accepted
by pupils from other schools. All of them Only a
few Small group None
31*. Indicate by a cross (x) to what degree you are pleased with your
every day dress. Completely satisfied Satisfied
Dissatisfied
3$. Indicate by a cross whether or not you feel that one should play
fair at all times. Sometimes Seldom All the time
Never
36. Indicate by a cross to what degree you get along with your class
mates in school. Sometimes Seldom All the time__ Never
37. Does the school have any effect on you being socially accepted?
Yes No_
38. list in order the social activities you enjoy attending at your
school, (a) (b)- (c) (d)
39. Indicate by a cross to what degree illness affects your social
behavior. Sometimes^^jSeldom^Jlll the time^^ Not at all ___
liO. Indicate by a cross if you take an active part in the activities
listed in number 38. Sometime^^ Seldom ___ All the time
Not at an
^Indicate your sex by a cross (x) Male__ Female
